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           Harmonizer - life-term devices 

Alternative Healing Center using an energy 
information technology and equipment to 

coordinate all biochemical processes in the 
human body achieves good health naturally. 

For increase the therapeutically effect we 
suggest using our devices (Harmonizer) for 

individual and home application. 
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 Harmonizers and Description of their functions 
       Harmonizers are a group of devices with a main purpose to help people constantly managing their health.  These 
devices use for correction vital programs which employ in our body. These vital programs regulated interconnection 
between organs and systems and biochemical process as well as protected us from various viruses, bacterial, hereditary, 
chronic and other diseases. What is mean illnesses? We can state that illness is just an infringement of integrity work of an 
organism as an organic whole.  It is mean that your body needs to replace this infringement. The sub-consciousness invokes 
the essential healing information from Information block for repair damage in your body. This information transmitted from 
device to your body by magnetic fields. All materials using for fabricate Harmonizers do not have a harmful radiations and 
safe for people. This is a life-term device. 

 Information Module 
          An Information Module is a main part of all Harmonizer devices. The Information module is a set of crystals, magnetic, 
and ampule with water. Healing information recorded in electronic internal- nuclear lattice of crystals. Magnetic is used as a 
power supply to create a suitable magnetic field to transmitted essential information to human body. 
All Information programs forms a Block of Memory (BM). Devices can be made with one BM, 4(four), 26 or 260 BM. 
One BM device has is a complete composition of all programs managing vital function of organism. However their delivery 
to body occurs consistently. This lack is eliminated in devices with multi-blocks of information memory. 

 Programs comprise in BM: 
1. The Program №1. Information of architectural structure of body, systems, tissues, cells, organelles and molecules.    
2. The Program №2. Information of functions of an organism as an organic whole. 
3. Программа№3. Information of joint functioning systems and colonies of the microorganisms which are being in a 

body. 
4. The Program №4. The information of each individual organ. 
5. The Program №5. The information of all tissue. 
6. The Program №6. The information of liquid systems.   
7. The Program №7. The information at a cell level, chromosomes and DNA. 
8. The Program №8. The information at a molecular level. 
9. The Program №9. The information at an atomic level.  
10. The Program №10. The information about Influence at elementary particles level. 
11. The Program №11-23. The information about Influence at a field structures. 
12. The Program №24. The information about Influence at individual consciousness level.   

 

Harmonizer H-1 
The Harmonizer H-1 is designed to be use constantly and individually. This device has a cylindrical shape. It looks as a 

pendant and you can put it on chain and wear around neck. H-1 has one Block of Memory 

 

     Application and principle diagram  
1 - case. The case can be fabricated from different material: gold, silver, cupronickel, copper, 
aluminum, brass, bronze or stainless steel is possible.  
2 –permanent magnet. A permanent magnet (4х4х8 mm) is used for create a stable electro-
magnetic field to carry out the healing information.   

3 - Information Module with one blocks memory. This is a main part of this device. Bank of information 
comprises useful healing information, which record in a set of crystals (diamonds, sapphires and rock- crystal).  

            The set of crystals fixed in plaster. For insulation they use wax or similar 
alloy 
             - Si02 -D = 0.5 – 0.1 mm - 60 % 
             -Al2О3 - D = 0.01 0.1 mm - 1 % 
             - C - a powder0.01 %                  
             - Plaster (bonding agent) – 38.99 % 
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Harmonizer H-2 
The Harmonizer H-2 has one Block of Memory 

Application and principle diagram similar as Harmonizer H-1, different in shape and 
power of permanent magnet (increase). 
1 - Case. The case can be fabricated from different material: copper, aluminum, brass, bronze 
or stainless steel is possible.  
2 –Permanent magnet. A permanent magnet is used for create a stable electro-magnetic field 
to carry out the healing information.   
3 - Plaster (bonding agent) 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Harmonizer H-2Y 
             The Harmonizer H-2Y is designed to be using for individual and home application. This device employs for wide 
spectrum of purpose and helping people to retrieve their health.    
 H-2Y is similar to H-1, only difference in power supply what use for an electromagnetic field. In this device we use four AA 
batteries instead a permanent magnet. H-2Y has one Block of Memory as well.                                   
                                                                                                    Application and principle diagram  

                                                                           

 

А. Start unit of health program  
Material: – aluminum foil λ=0,1мм 
   -  polyethylene disk with ferromagnetic coat (МF-2HD). 
 Pipe shaped foil disk, diameter 8-15мм. 
  В. Information Module 
  1 – Electrode (cooper)   Ғ= 1.5 – 2 мм2.   
  2 – Set of crystal fixed in plaster: 
      - Si 02      -     D = 0.5 – 1 мм                  - 60% 
      -Al2 О3  -     D= 0.01 – 0.1 мм              - 1 % 
      - С         -    powder                               - 0.01% 
      -  Plaster (bonding agent)                     - 38.99% 
   3 – Polypropylene pipe D = 32х4; L = 80мм. 
   4 – Isolator –wax, medical paraffin 
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   5 – Cooper multicore cable   Ғ= 0.2мм2, L= 0.15м.  
   6 – Cooper multicore cable for audio system Ғ= 0.5мм2, L = 1.5м.  
   БП – Power unit, battery AA, 4 pieces (4х1.5v). 
   Вк – Switch NО (normal open). 
   Л  –  Photodiode indicator (30мА).   
   R1 – Resistance   200 Ом. 
   R2х – Resistance 50 - 500 ком.  
   К – Crocodile clip 
   Гн- Pinhole D=3.5мм. 
   С*- Unit can be supply separate for customer order.  
 
Information Harmonizer H-2 and H-2Y connected to a conductor. As a conductor we can use an aluminum foil or special 
copper or silver conducting fabric which is imposed on the open parts of a body serves where it is necessary.  It helps to 
stop a pain, an inflammation and regulate a biochemical processes in an organism. For strengthening of magnetic field we 
suggest to use additional battery 6-12v and 7 up to 70 Amp/h.  For connection it should be use only one plus plug. This 
connection creates magnetic fields which is not interrupt movement of a liquid in a body. 
Regime of influence and duration of an application depend on complexity of infringement of the regulation program. 
Usually it takes to 60 minutes. For more complex cases probably needs increase an influences to 2-4 times per day or make 
it during a night sleep.   
As you know, water is an effective carrier of the information, therefore for improvement we recommend to take a bath, a 
shower and foot bath with this device. For a shower or a bath you should connect device to metal part of a pipe, for foot 
bath the device connects to conductor and it put in tub. Connector could be a few layers of an aluminum foil, either 
aluminum, or a copper plate. The healing information from Harmonizer via water wills delivery to your body. It makes your 
physical and emotional improvement; both are the important factor for your health. This procedure should be within an 
hour, as well. In the first week you should start from 30 minutes, gradually increasing to one hour. 
Also Harmonizer could be using for improvement drinking water. Device connects to an unpainted metal surface of the 
pipeline or armature of system of water supply. It will improve and clean from: pathogenic micro flora, influence of 
herbicides, chemical fertilizers, heavy metals, extraneous smells.  You will drink tasty and healthy water from your water 
supply system with this device.  
 
Harmonizer H-6 
 Harmonizer H-6 similar to H-1, H-2 and H-2Y, but has 26 Blocks of Memory and use for large and mass application. 

                   
1. Health Center. Harmonizer connected to right geometrical 

figure kind of pyramid. Magnetic fields inside pyramid space become an 
even and it amplified to carry over information from device to human 
body. Each individual chooses specific correction program. This 
postulate lets to be in pyramid space a few people same time. Session - 
30 to 60 minutes. For individuals with serious health problem the 
session time could be increase for night sleep in pyramid space.  

2. Relaxation room. There is a tubular design along perimeter of a 
room.  Harmonizer connected to this construction. Individuals are being 
there have emotional and physical relaxation.  Session - 30 to 60 
minutes. 

3. The tubular design for beds. Harmonizer connected to this 
construction. It gives opportunity to individuals healing their organism 

during night sleep.  
4. Swimming pools and small reservoirs. For this procedure you need to have an aluminum plate size 1m x 2m and 

thickness 1-2 mm. This plate should be sinking in water. Harmonizer connected to this plate. It gives opportunity 
healing and plus you will have a swimming pool free from pathogenic micro flora. 
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5. Use this device during a hemodialysis. Creates conditions on self-regeneration tissue of a kidney.   
6. Using information technology on stock-raising farms for a huge economic benefit plus pure from antibiotics meat 

product. 
7. Information technology also can be very useful in maternity hospital to help a premature baby. For this purpose 

typical physic -therapeutically equipment for artificial breath, kidney, and heart will connected to information 
device. 

And many other useful things; includes hospitals, health centers, children's houses, boarding and public schools, 
military, and nursing homes... 

 
Benefits: 

1. Pain relief   
Many diseases are accompanied by a painful syndrome. Device allows removing all kind pain of any origin (a    
trauma, disease, inflammatory processes).  

2. Anti-Virus and Antibacterial effect 
Process of suppression of a virus and bacterial infection is based on blocking information of development of viruses 
and bacteria programs.  

3. Anti-oncology effect 
Result of application is general improvements the information program that actively counteracting occurrence and 
development of the cancer cells. 

4. Cardio-Vascular effect 
More often infringement of regulation of a lumen of vessels is shown by their spasm. The device restores regulation 
ability of vegetative nervous system that leads to expansion of a lumen of blood vessels. The device can be useful to 
use at such terrible diseases, as a heart attack of a myocardium, infringement of brain blood circulation, etc.  

5. Relaxation muscles effect  
6. Anti-edematous effect  

The device is used as anti-edematous application on the legs that is result of veins diseases, a cardio-vascular and 
lymphatic pathology, urine systems, etc.  

7. Anti-inflammatory effect 
The device blocks inflammatory process at an early stage of development, it is successfully used at local 
inflammatory processes (furuncles, carbuncle, maturate wounds and others), and at various infectious diseases 
(respiratory infections, a flu, quinsy, inflammatory diseases of bronchial tubes, lungs, hearts, primogenital system, a 
virus hepatitis and others). 

8. Febrifugal effect  
9. Anti-allergic effect 

Allergy is not disease, but protective immune reaction. Using this device, your body is producing special cells and the 
biochemical substances which are reducing sensitivity to allergens. In this case it allows avoiding any allergic 
reaction without using medication. 

10. Increase immune system reaction  
11. Metabolism normalization effect  

Using this device normalize a fatty, carbohydrate, protein and mineral metabolism.  
12. Hormonal  normalization  effect 

It normalizes work of gland. It could be used at hormonal dysfunctions or diseases, for example: a thyroid gland, a 
diabetes, etc. 

13. Hemostatic and trophic effect 
Using as fast pre-medical and first medical assistance at traumas and bleedings if the last do not demand applying a 
tourniquet.  Treat the fresh wounds which are not healing for long time, trophic ulcers of a soft tissue, erosion and 
stomach ulcers, a duodenal, small and large intestine. 

14. Destruction  bilious and kidneys stones  
Using device leads to restoration self-regulations processes in an organism, and as result the biochemical structure 
of bile and urine become normal and it avoid possibility formation bilious or kidney stones. 
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15. Cosmetic effect 
Device normalizes the hormonal status, improves circulatory dynamics and tropism of skin and its derivatives that 
allows to carry out correction of problem places and to spend preventive maintenance of ageing of a skin. 

16. Emergency service 
Device is successfully used at loss of consciousness, a faint, a shock, and sharp infringement of brain blood 
circulation, an attack of a bronchial asthma, a hypertonic crisis, an alcoholic and narcotic poisoning and other 
urgent conditions by way of pre-medical and first medical assistance. 

17. Anti – stressful effect 
Device could be useful to reduce any stress situation which leads to weariness, the general irritability, infringement 
of the night sleep; a wrong diet; consumption of ecologically polluted products, waters, air; physical, intellectual or 
mental fatigue; intensive electromagnetic and other geophysical and geochemical fields (both natural, and techno- 
genic), radiation; disputed situations in family and social society; at occurrence of complex vital collisions; during 
recover from any infectious and a superfluous use of alcohol, medical products, toxic and any drug substances etc. 

 
 
  
Maintenance 
Harmonizers H-1 and H-2 does not need any maintenance except to keep clean. 
Maintenance for Harmonizer H-2Y and H-6 includes replacing power supply, 4 (four) AA batteries for H-2Y and 8 (eight) AA 
batteries for H-6.  Usually it required after 1.5-2 years operation. To check of working capacity of power supply of H-2Y by 
pressing the button, light should come up. If it does not occur or dim, the replacement power supply is required. Not 
recommended the repeated pressing this button in short time. To check of working capacity of power supply of H-6 
required regular voltmeter.  It is forbidden to keep all type Harmonizer near heating elements.  
 
 


